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This report is the first in a TCF series—The Cycle of Scandal at For-Profit Colleges—examining the troubled history of for-profit

higher education, from the problems that plagued the post-World War II GI Bill to the reform efforts undertaken by the George H.

W. Bush administration.

The 1944 GI Bill is rightly remembered as one of the most effective social policy programs in U.S. history. Thanks to the GI Bill,

millions of soldiers returning from World War II had the opportunity to enroll in college or job-training programs, and had

access low-interest loans to buy homes. What has been largely forgotten, however, is that the GI Bill also led to systematic

abuses at for-profit schools—schools that sprang up to take advantage of what was essentially a government educational

voucher with no strings attached.

Congress and the Truman and Eisenhower administrations soon realized that strings were needed.

Treating the Veterans Administration (VA) as their primary funder, opportunistic entrepreneurs established schools and set

their tuition rates at the maximum amount that the VA would pay. Many schools falsified their expenditure data and

attendance records, overcharged for supplies, and billed the VA for students who were not even enrolled, all in order to tap

taxpayers for every penny they could get. While the GI Bill helped millions of returning veterans go to college, it also fed an

explosion of misleading advertising, predatory recruitment practices, sub-standard training, and outright fraud in for-profit

education. Tens of thousands of veterans were trained for jobs in overcrowded fields in which there were no actual job

openings.

Sadly, veterans were sometimes complicit in these abuses. In one scam, veterans would enroll in TV repair courses, and then

drop out as soon as they got the free television that came with enrollment.  Since there were no loans involved, if a veteran got a

few classes and a TV out of the GI Bill, it was at no cost to him; he had no reason to care—and often was unaware—that the

taxpayer paid a high price. School owners, meanwhile, also had no accountability to taxpayers, running a federally funded

school that was a surefire business proposition. In the five years that followed President Roosevelt’s signing of the GI Bill, the

total number of for-profit schools in the United States tripled,  even while thousands closed.  More veterans actually used their

educational benefits under the GI bill to attend for-profit vocational schools than to enroll at public and nonprofit colleges.

It did not take long before newspaper and magazine exposés about unscrupulous trade school owners and deceived veterans

started popping up all over the country. The Saturday Evening Post ran a piece in 1946 titled “Are We Making a Bum Out of GI

Joe?” Other newspapers and magazines ran stories with headlines like “How Many Wrongs Make a GI Bill of Rights?” and

“There’s a Shell Game at Every Turn for a Man with an Eagle on His Lapel.”  Associated Press reporter Rowland Evans, who

would soon team up with Robert Novak to write a long-running conservative syndicated opinion column, reported in 1949 that

the VA wanted “curbs on the enrollment of veterans in fly-by-night ʻproprietary’ schools… If this isn’t done, ʻtaxpayers are to be

bled white,’ says H. V. Stirling, the man who runs the vast GI Bill Education program.”
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Congress Takes Notice of GI Bill Abuse

In 1949, Senator Elbert Thomas (D-UT), chairman of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, asked Carl Gray, the

VA administrator, to prepare a report on education and training under the GI Bill. Gray’s 200-page report, released in January

1950, was a sharp indictment of the for-profit industry.  The Gray Report found that, of the 1,237 schools identified by the VA

under the GI Bill as being involved with some irregularity or questionable practices, 963 schools were for-profit institutions. Of

the 329 schools that had lost their accreditation, 299 of the schools, more than 90 percent, were for-profit schools.

President Truman’s response to the Gray Report was swift and pointed. In a Special Message to Congress, Truman stated that

“in a good many instances veterans have been trained for occupations for which they are not suited or for occupations in which

they will be unable to find jobs when they finish their training . . . each time a course of trade and vocational training does not

contribute in a substantial way to the occupational readjustment of a veteran, it constitutes a failure. . . . Such failure is costly to

the veteran, to his family, and to the Nation.”  It was necessary, Truman said, that steps “be taken to give greater assurance that

every trade and vocational course under the [GI Bill] will provide a good quality training and will in each instance help a

veteran to complete his occupational readjustment and find satisfactory employment.”

Congress passed a joint resolution in 1950 launching the House Select Committee to Investigate Educational, Training, and

Loan Guaranty Programs under the GI Bill, a thirteen-month effort. The committee’s files of hearings, commissioned reports,

and case files on 258 proprietary (for-profit) schools measured twenty-five feet long stacked side by side, and resulted in a 222-

page committee report in February 1952. The congressional committee also commissioned the General Accounting Office

(GAO, now referred to as the Government Accountability Office) to survey veterans training programs in six states. The GAO

concluded that newer proprietary schools were using “promotional plans and extensive advertising campaigns, which were

often misleading and laden with extravagant, unjustifiable claims . . . conducted for the express purpose of attracting

veterans.”

The February 1952 report of the House select committee concluded that many for-profit schools “offered training of doubtful

quality” in fields where little or no employment opportunities existed.  Pointing to the approximately fifty court cases in which

schools and their executives had been convicted of fraud and abuse, as well as ninety similar pending cases, the report stated
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that “exploitation by private schools has been widespread” and that there was “no doubt that hundreds of millions of dollars

[had] been frittered away on worthless training.”  “Under the policies of the Veterans’ Administration,” the committee

concluded, new for-profit “schools were allowed to virtually write their own charges against the Treasurer of the United States

without regard to the amount, type, and quality of service rendered.”

The chairman of the House select committee was Olin “Tiger” Teague, a no-nonsense Democrat from Texas who would go on to

earn the title of “Mr. Veteran” for his decades-long domination of veterans policy as chairman of the House Committee on

Veterans’ Affairs. Teague was a fiscal conservative and Southern Democrat who later opposed much of Great Society initiatives

of the 1960s (today, he almost certainly would have been a member of the Republican Party). In World War II, Teague lost most

of his left foot to enemy gunfire and won three Silver Stars, three Bronze Stars, and Three Purple Hearts. He believed that

generous educational benefits should be reserved for wounded veterans, and strictly limited for service members who served in

peacetime. During the next two decades, he fiercely opposed efforts, led by fellow Democrats, to expand educational benefits for

GIs who did not see combat.

Teague, with the full support of the Truman administration and later the Eisenhower administration, led a bipartisan

crackdown on for-profit schools. In 1948, Congress banned the use of GI educational benefits for hobby or recreational courses.

Two years later, representatives authorized the VA to deny access to for-profit schools that had been in existence for less than a

year, to impose restrictions on those where fewer than one-fourth of enrolled students paid their own tuition, and to prohibit

the expansion of programs that would not likely lead to a job.
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For Teague, the 1950 legislation was only the start of a bipartisan crackdown on for-profit schools. The original GI Bill of

Rights for World War II veterans was drawing to an end, and by 1952 Congress and the nation were debating how to extend

educational benefits to GIs during the Korean conflict. The 1952 Korean GI Bill, which passed the House by a vote of 361 to 1,

included the first “85–15” rule aimed solely at for-profit schools. Under the 85–15 rule, the VA was barred from approving and

paying for non-accredited, non-degree courses for veterans at proprietary schools if more than 85 percent of students were

veterans.  (The Teague select committee had recommended a higher eligibility threshold at for-profits of a minimum of 25

percent enrollment of non-veterans.)

Teague’s biggest triumph was to kill off the proprietary schools’ golden goose: direct tuition payments from the federal

government. Instead of making tuition payments to schools, the 1952 Korean GI Bill had the VA make monthly payments to

veterans, out of which the veteran had to cover not only the costs of tuition, but also books, supplies, fees, and other living

expenses related to their education and training.  With the elimination of easy access to direct tuition payments, and the

introduction of competitive funding needs of veterans, the for-profit sector stopped expanding almost overnight. In ensuing

decades, Teague would successfully beat back three efforts in Congress—led by Democrats—to renew direct tuition payments.

In 1972, twenty years after the passage of the 1952 Korean GI Bill, Senator Strom Thurmond (R-SC) would tell an advocate of

restoring direct payments to schools: “That was tried . . . in 1944, and it was on the books until 1951, and there were so many

abuses that it had to be changed to the present system of just allotting so much for a student.”

The issues that Congress grappled with in 1952 are, in many respects, the same struggles that today’s lawmakers are having:

given the financial incentives that for-profit school owners have to enroll as many students as possible and to spend as little as

possible on their education, how can government aid be designed so that it encourages enrollment of qualified students in

quality career-training programs? A new strategy included in the 1952 legislation was to involve private accrediting agencies,

which colleges themselves had created years before as a voluntary system of quality assurance through peer review.

Accrediting Agencies as Arbiters of Quality

Beginning with the 1952 Korean GI Bill, and repeated in dozens of subsequent federal student aid statutes, Congress required

the U.S. commissioner of education, then the nation’s top-ranking federal education official, to publish a list of agencies and

associations deemed to be “reliable authorities” on the quality of training offered by an educational institution. The approving

agencies in each state and the VA could, in turn, rely on the judgments of these private groups to determine which institutions

were worthy of federal aid.

With the explosive growth of for-profit schools, the VA was overwhelmed and understaffed when it came to processing veterans’

educational benefits, as well as monitoring and enforcing regulations. States, likewise, had been similarly unprepared for the

flood of schools and programs unleashed by the 1944 GI Bill.  Deferring to accrediting agencies seemed like a convenient, low-

cost solution that kept the government out of the business of directly setting quality standards.
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The U.S. Office of Education, however, was not in a position to undertake a detailed review of accrediting agencies to determine

which ones could be deemed reliable authorities on academic quality. So the commissioner of education, Earl McGrath, decided

to simply publish the list of accrediting bodies then listed in the Office of Education’s directory, which at the time omitted

several fledgling accrediting associations for proprietary trade schools. McGrath reportedly feared that including these might

open the door to diploma mills, along with legitimate trade schools. It was not until the late 1950s that the trade schools’

accrediting agencies were added to the Office of Education’s list of recognized authorities.

Federal reliance on accreditors was an awkward fit from the start, and is still controversial today, especially as it relates to for-

profit schools. As Terrel Bell, the U.S. commissioner of education in the Nixon and Ford administrations and Ronald Reagan’s

first secretary of education, later summed up: “Some of the associations were creatures of the owners, and their policies were

established in a self-serving way, so that the institutions could qualify for federal assistance.”  Chester Finn, a Reagan

administration appointee, has observed that accreditation operated like a “private club competent to pass on its own candidates

for membership but scarcely equipped to police their handling of the government’s money and certainly not designed to

regulate profit-seeking institutions that reject many of its norms.”

A General Becomes President

After the Korean War ended in July 1953, the issue of how to provide educational benefits and pensions to those serving in

peacetime took on new urgency. In January 1955, President Dwight Eisenhower established a Commission on Veterans’

Pensions to study the issue, appointing his friend, the famed General Omar Bradley, as chairman of the presidential

commission. The central recommendation of the April 1956 Bradley Commission Report was that while peacetime soldiers

should continue to receive medical care and employment assistance, their “military service does not involve sufficient

interruption to the educational progress of servicemen to warrant a continuation of a special educational program for them.” In

times of war or peace, the commission declared, military service “is an obligation of citizenship and should not be considered

inherently a basis of future Government benefits.”

The Bradley Commission Report’s recommendations squarely matched up with Eisenhower’s beliefs—and over the next four

years, Eisenhower teamed up with Congressman Teague to successfully block bills by Senate Democrats to provide generous

educational benefits to Cold War veterans. In his final budget message to Congress, Eisenhower warned that providing

education benefits for peacetime soldiers could undermine the services’ efforts to retain career servicemen by encouraging

soldiers to leave the military to attend college. Education benefits, Eisenhower said, “cannot be justified by conditions of

military service and are inconsistent with the incentives which have been provided to make military service an attractive career

for capable individuals.”

The Bradley Commission Report also included a damaging analysis of for-profit schools. In the wake of increased educational

benefits for veterans, the Commission found “thousands of new proprietary schools were established” and, at these institutions,

“many veterans enrolled in courses leading to occupational fields where the employment prospects were far from good.”  The
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Commission had no reliable information “on the number of veterans graduated from profit schools who were actually placed in

jobs for which they were trained, but it was estimated in January 1951 that of the 1,677,000 veterans who attended profit

schools only 20 percent completed their courses” and that “much of the training in profit schools was of poor quality.”

Furthermore, the government “was overcharged for much of the training in schools below college level, particularly in profit

schools.  Soon, the Eisenhower administration launched the first federal effort to list and shame “diploma mills”—

correspondence schools that awarded “degrees” by mail without requiring students to meet real educational standards.

While Eisenhower staunchly opposed providing generous educational benefits to veterans who had served in peacetime, he was

not opposed to expanding federal support for students more generally to go to four-year colleges and universities to study

science, math, engineering, and foreign languages. In October 1957, the Soviet launch of the Sputnik I satellite precipitated a

round of national soul-searching, both about whether the Soviet Union had outdistanced the United States in the space race

and if American students were lagging behind their Soviet counterparts. In January 1958, Eisenhower proposed to Congress

that it create a four-year “emergency” program to strengthen national security that would include a program of 40,000 federal

scholarships for low-income students to go to college, with scholarships earmarked for students with good preparation or high

aptitude in science and mathematics.

Eight months after Eisenhower made his proposal, he signed into law the National Defense Education Act, which created the

National Defense Student Loan (NDSL) Program, the first federal student loan program to provide direct loans capitalized

with funds from the U.S. Treasury. Funds for the loan program were given to schools, which were then tasked with distributing

the dollars to students with financial need in the form of low-interest loans with an emphasis on improving science,

mathematics, engineering, and foreign language preparation. In the aftermath of the proprietary school scandals of the GI Bill,

Eisenhower and Congress limited the funding to public and nonprofit colleges.  The better part of a decade would pass before

Congress, at the behest of a Democratic administration, would open the door to using federal student loans at for-profit

schools. When Congressman William Ford (D-MI), the future chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee, arrived

in Washington after being elected in 1964, he found that Congress was still “broiling with anger” about the misuse of federal

student aid dollars. The anger, Ford recalled, “remained from the period of the much-publicized abuses of the GI bill.”

Timeline of For-Profit Higher Education

Scroll through the below timeline to view the history of for-profit higher education.
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This report is the second in a TCF series—The Cycle of Scandal at For-Profit Colleges—examining the troubled history of for-

profit higher education, from the problems that plagued the post-World War II GI Bill to the reform efforts undertaken by the

George H. W. Bush administration.

The return home of thousands of war veterans can bring out the worst in for-profit higher education. The epidemic of fraud

and abuse by trade schools that enrolled World War II veterans under the GI Bill, which prompted intense scrutiny by Congress

and Presidents Harry S. Truman and Dwight Eisenhower, is a prime example.

For the most part, the reforms Congress had adopted in creating college benefits for veterans of the Korean and Vietnam wars

seemed to work, and the 1950s and 1960s were relatively scandal-free.  In a November 1971 letter, Donald Johnson, President

Richard Nixon’s appointee leading the Veterans Administration (VA), went so far as to far to declare that “most of the areas of

abuse detected in the earlier World War II program were eliminated.”

Unfortunately, Johnson’s optimism proved premature. The extension of GI Bill benefits not just to veterans but to active duty

servicemen fed a rapid expansion of “correspondence schools,” a more primitive and less interactive version of today’s online

education, conducted through the U.S. Mail (see Figure 1). The growth in this for-profit education industry was spurred in large

part by the fact that soldiers and veterans could enroll while also holding a full-time job. A report ordered by Congress warned

in September 1973 that “private profit making home study schools” were using misleading advertisements and “sophisticated

sales techniques” to take advantage of Vietnam veterans and servicemen, who subsequently dropped out at high rates.  The

Trump University scam used similar sales techniques.
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Vietnam veterans were not the only ones eligible for federal aid to enroll in these schools. As part of the War on Poverty,

President Lyndon Johnson had expanded federal student aid programs to millions of Americans who had not served in the

military, creating a new and growing pool of federal dollars for schools to tap. The convergence of these two markets—Vietnam

FIGURE 1. NUMBER OF VETERANS IN TRAINING BY CORRESPONDENCE. SOURCE: GI BILLS REPORT.
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veterans, and the middle- and low-income Americans—created the “perfect storm” for profit-making shenanigans. Harold

Orlans, a researcher at the National Academy of Public Administration Foundation observed in 1974 “a pile of money, like a pile

of compost, can nourish a lot of worms. That happened when the GI bill provided some $14.5 billion for the education of World

War II veterans, and it happened again during the last decade when over $25 billion in student aid was provided under various

Federal programs.”

By the early 1970s, defaults in the relatively new guaranteed student loan program were becoming a national issue. When

Terrel Bell, the Nixon and Ford appointee responsible for administering the program, was hauled before Congress in 1976 to

explain why his agency was not doing a better job of reducing defaults, he pushed back: “It must be kept in mind that when the

floodgates were opened in 1968 to allow virtually every kind of institution operating on an interstate basis to lend under the

program—public, private, profit, nonprofit, noncollegiate, and correspondence schools—we had only 50 persons on the staff.”

The mention of “profit” schools was no accident: by 1975, for-profit schools accounted for most of the defaults in the loan

program.

THE CYCLE OF SCANDAL AT FOR-PROFIT COLLEGES

Read the series of papers focusing on the repeated for-profit college
scandals of the past sixty years.

When President George H. W. Bush “Cracked Down” on Abuses at For-Profit Colleges

The Reagan Administration’s Campaign to Rein In Predatory For-Profit Colleges

Vietnam Vets and a New Student Loan Program Bring New College Scams

Truman, Eisenhower, and the First GI Bill Scandal

The For-Profit College Story: Scandal, Regulate, Forget, Repeat

The GOP Has a Long History of Cracking Down on “Sham Schools”

Congress Remembered, Then Congress Forgot

In the original proposal for what became the landmark Higher Education Act of 1965, the Johnson Administration included

for-profit trade schools as potential participants in the same federally guaranteed student loan program as traditional colleges.

Seeking to avoid a repeat of past scandals, Congress objected, and instead created two programs.  That way, their logic went,

the size and parameters of each program could be adjusted separately as needs or problems emerged.

Just three years later, Congress merged the vocational school loan program into the Higher Education Act. Because this step

effectively eliminated any cap on the growth of for-profit colleges financed by federal loans, it was the floodgate-opening that

Bell, the top education official to Presidents Nixon, Ford, and Reagan, blamed for the default crisis. As Bell accurately

characterized, it proved to be an invitation for excess.
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Recruiters at for-profit schools quickly resumed old habits honed under the GI Bill. Access to loans backed by the government,

which were called Federally Insured Student Loans (FISL), was like manna from heaven; recruiters could market their schools

as financially backed by the federal government, with no risk to private lenders wary of loaning thousands of dollars to students

with few assets. As one salesman declared, “I could go down in the ghetto and stand on the corner and enroll all kinds of people

if it is free. He doesn’t care if the course is airlines, insurance adjusting, hotel-motel management, or what, if it is free, going to

be paid for by the government and you can get him a job. He would have to be crazy not to do this. This is a salesman’s dream.”

A memo to salesmen from a regional sales manager for Bell and Howell’s vocational schools gave this motivational pep talk:

“Get up every morning and say to yourself, ʻI have the product and the way to buy it. I have no money problems because I have

FISL . . . I’m going to sell everyone on FISL.’”

Recruiting new students became so easy that school owners no longer had to worry much about the loss of income from

dropouts. As the CEO of LTV Educational Systems explained, “the replacement of a drop-out with a new FISL-financed

enrollment became easy, and a new way of life overnight in the business.”  The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) found that,

the availability of federal loans and grants has worsened the shoddy recruitment, advertising, enrollment

practices of the proprietary schools industry. In conjunction with deceptive advertising, high pressure sales

tactics and misrepresentations of course difficulty and content, FISL monies have allowed marginal schools to

add thousands of students to their rolls without regard for proper career training. Advertisements placed in the

media and “canned” sales pitches entice students with claims of federal grants or subsidies. Often the mere

mention of the federal government to potential students implies, and is understood as, government inspection

and approval of course content and job placement capabilities.

By 1973, the administrator of the guaranteed loan program at the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) had

caught on and warned in internal memos of the rise of “FISL factories.”  For example, Commercial Trades Institute had just

one student with a federal loan in 1970, but had 50,906 such students in 1973. The number at DeVry Institute of Technology

rose from 2,663 to 69,934. At Advance Schools, a home-study correspondence school, there was a sixty-seven-fold increase,

from 1,209 to 80,891 students with federal loans.

Major Newspapers Feature Stories of Scam Schools and Defrauded Students

More than a few newspaper reporters went undercover to expose schools by testing the patently phony claims schools made. In

a front-page Wall Street Journal June 1970 story headlined “Many Computer Schools Charged with Offering a Useless

Education,” reporter Dan Rottenberg took the twelve-question “entrance exam” for the computer programming course at

Bryant and Stratton College in Chicago by deliberately answering most of the questions incorrectly. Within a week, he was

nonetheless visited at home by a salesman trying to enroll him.
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In 1971, the Washington Post ran a three-part series by Carl Bernstein, who would soon team up with Bob Woodward to break

the Watergate story. Bernstein focused on career schools in the Washington, D.C., areas, such as the Cinderella Career and

Finishing School, which ran ads to lure young women to enroll on the false promise that they would obtain jobs as airline

stewardesses and retail buyers.  Bernstein found that oversight of the schools was in many cases nonexistent or laughably lax.

“In the District of Columbia and at least 20 states,” Bernstein noted, “career schools are operated without any regulation by

local law.”

Bernstein was particularly critical of the federal government’s reliance on accrediting agencies, in which the seal of approval,

“accredited by an agency approved by the U.S. Office of Education,” is “bestowed by the same businessmen who operate the

private schools, rather than by experts in the vocational fields in which they offer courses.”  The Washington Post’s editorial

page lauded Bernstein’s series, saying that he had “turned up extremely disturbing cases here and elsewhere in which so-called

ʻcareer schools’ have used deceptive advertising and misleading high-pressure sales pitches to entice people into fruitless

programs. What’s worse, the articles pointed up an almost total lack of regulation of these schools.”  (In a piece of historical

irony, the Washington Post would later purchase a for-profit college company and editorialize against stronger government

regulation.)  At the time, many conservatives shared the Washington Post’s disenchantment with private accrediting agencies.

“As [student aid] programs have grown and proprietary and vocational schools have gained access to them,” Chester Finn Jr, a

future Reagan appointee, wrote in 1975, “the accrediting system has failed to organize and conduct itself in ways calculated to

prevent the abuses and mishaps that have become endemic.”

Carl Bernstein’s series was just the start of a slew of newspaper investigations into the for-profit industry. The Boston Globe’s

famed “Spotlight” investigative reporting team (later immortalized in the 2015 Oscar-winning film of the same name)

conducted a four-month investigation into the quality of education provided by one hundred licensed for-profit schools in

Massachusetts. The central conclusion of the March 1974 series was that for-profit career schools had “evolved into a $2.5

billion annual business in the United States largely through the use of high-pressure salesmen, questionable advertising, and

the failure of government regulation at all levels.”
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The Spotlight team did a deep-dive investigation into the largest trade school in the state—ITT Technical Institute—and found

that the school had been “using misleading advertising and a highly deceptive sales force . . . it has a demonstrably dismal

record of training students for careers in their field of study . . . about seven out of ten students who enroll at the school drop

out and only half of those who graduate are placed in jobs.”

According to Globe’s report, ITT’s predatory recruiting practices included sending phony telegrams to 17,000 individuals in

“ghetto neighborhoods” such as Boston’s Roxbury, informing them they had been “selected” to take a test at ITT for “our special

scholarship program.” The recipients of the phony telegram had simply been selected by their zip code, not based on their

achievement or promise and the “special scholarship program” consisted of four scholarships to ITT Technical, only one of

which was actually awarded. The Better Business Bureau warned ITT that the massive telegram mailing was unfair, deceptive,

and violated state and federal laws. Two weeks later, ITT sent out another round of the same phony telegrams.

To experience ITT’s recruiting efforts firsthand, three members of the Spotlight team posed as prospective students. They

discovered that ITT salesman used the loan application for federal aid “like personal calling cards.” One reporter who sought a

guaranteed loan told his ITT salesman he had a high family income that disqualified him from receiving federal student aid,

but the salesman wrote down a lower figure on the federal application to maintain the reporter’s eligibility. Another reporter on

the Spotlight team deliberately answered more than half of the questions on the qualifying exam for a dental assistant training

course incorrectly but was admitted anyway. “You’re pretty smart,” the ITT salesman told her.  The third reporter applied to be

a salesman for ITT and learned that the director of marketing spurred on his salesman with this pithy motto: “Get the asses in

the classes.”

Meanwhile, the Chicago Tribune investigated Chicago-area career schools and correspondence schools. The Chicago Tribune’s

series concluded that the industry was “filled with fast-buck operators preying on men and women who believe education is the

best way to secure a future. Countless persons seeking to become airline stewardesses, nurses’ aides, TV repairmen, truck

drivers, cashiers, and interior decorators are spending $3 billion a year for correspondence and residence school courses. Many

are worthless or of questionable value.”  State records, the Chicago Tribune reported, showed that of the 1,037 students who

enrolled in a training program for travel agents in 1974, 686 students dropped out, and only 9 individuals were placed in jobs—

a success rate just under 1 percent.

Home-study correspondence schools were especially profitable because of their low overhead costs and the ability to grow

quickly. Advance Schools Inc., which called itself the “Cadillac” of correspondence schools, opened in October 1970 and

enrolled more than 80,000 students at its peak, with a heavy reliance on FISL loans and GI educational benefits. It filed for

bankruptcy in April 1975, leaving behind more than $100 million in government guaranteed student loans outstanding (almost

$450 million in today’s dollars).

In a follow-up to Bernstein’s reporting, a 1974 Washington Post series entitled “The Knowledge Hustlers” found that trade

school recruiters, motivated “more by earnings than educational ideals, have gone hunting for customers in the ghetto of

Atlanta, Boston and Los Angeles, in Greenville, S.C., and Shreveport, La., in the public housing of Ardmore, Okla., in the food
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stamp lines of San Antonio, Tx., in the barracks of Army bases in West Germany and even in a halfway house for mental

patients in the Pacific Northwest.”  The companies, the Washington Post series concluded “were exploiting the insured loan

program to boost their enrollment revenues. In case after case, the students, whom the program was intended by Congress to

benefit, have been the ones to suffer most . . . thousands of young Americans [have been lured] into debt for training

opportunities that turned out to be dead ends rather than promising paths to high-paid jobs.”  Accrediting agencies, in

particular, had repeatedly failed “to protect young consumers from being enticed into debt with federally insured student loans

by schools that shortchange them, or from wasting their GI Bill benefits on costly, blind-alley correspondence courses. For

thousands of veterans and other consumers, accreditation has in fact spelled deception.”

One feckless accreditor highlighted by the Washington Post was the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS),

which in 1991 became the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS). In June 1973, the Office of

Education wrote AICS after thirteen of their accredited schools closed within eight months. The shuttered schools had closed

“without delivering the educational services for which a large number of student borrowers have paid in advance from proceeds

of federally insured students loans.” John Profitt, the director of the Office of Education’s accreditation and institutional

eligibility, was clear that the association should have done more to spot the failing career schools. “Questionable recruitment

and admissions practices have usually resulted in an alarmingly high dropout rates by these institutions prior to their closure,”

Profitt wrote. “Many of these institutions lacked the financial capability to meet required student refund liabilities because of

apparent mismanagement.”

The Washington Post reported that one AICS-accredited school, in San Antonio, would send recruiters to the local welfare

office on days when recipients came in to pick up their food stamps. The head of AICS reported in a confidential memo that “a

very high percentage of these welfare recipients were migratory farm workers who could only be expected to remain in the area

only short periods of time before moving on to another part of the country, automatically producing a dropout that would be

very profitable to the institution.”  The agency’s failure to follow up on signs of abuse is remarkably similar to situations that

led the very same accreditor to lose its federal recognition in 2016.

In 1975, cable TV was in its infancy, and CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC didn’t exist. The three networks were the primary source

of national news stories—and in August 1975, for-profit abuses of the FISL program became a bona fide national scandal when

the CBS Evening News aired two special reports, two nights in a row, totaling more than fifteen minutes, on abuses by

proprietary schools.

Congress and Multiple Federal Agencies Try to Rein In the Abuses

Most Americans take for granted the existence of consumer protection laws. But when President Nixon took office in 1969, the

consumer protection movement was in its infancy. For many businesses, including for-profit colleges, the principle of caveat

emptor—buyer beware—was the prevailing maxim. Throughout the 1960s, the proprietary industry joke was that “every school

has a refund policy: No refunds.”  As the consumer protection movement blossomed in the early 1970s, the Federal Trade
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Commission (FTC) emerged for the first time to rein in the excesses of for-profit schools. The FTC’s efforts to regulate for-profit

schools “had a profound impact on reforming the proprietary school industry,” according to UCLA education professor

Wellford Wilms. “By the early 1970s, public exposures of proprietary schools’ deceptive sales and recruiting practices had

become commonplace, underscoring the impotence of state regulatory law and pointing to the need for federal intervention.”

Reports of abuses at trade schools prompted the FTC, under the direction of Republican stalwarts, to launch an investigation.

In May 1972, the FTC began what would become an escalating regulatory assault on for-profit schools. That month the

Commission issued a “Guide for Private Vocational and Home Study Schools,” identifying practices that the Commission

believed were unfair or deceptive.  In August 1973, the FTC launched a major education campaign—6 percent of the agency’s

budget—to warn the public about unethical and illegal practices by vocational schools. The campaign included radio and

television spots featuring well-known celebrities, bus posters in thirty-two cities, the distribution of more than 90,000

guidebooks or brochures for consumers, and nearly 70,000 information kits distributed to school counselors.  Multiple

investigations and hearings in six cities led to a remarkable 552-page report from the FTC detailing the methods of predatory

schools.

Concurrent with its consumer protection campaign, the FTC started bringing complaints against for-profit schools. From 1970

to mid-1974, the FTC issued twenty-five complaints against for-profit schools where the commission asserted schools had

violated the Federal Trade Commission Act, including four major cases against large for-profit schools. In each case, the FTC

alleged that the institutions had “unfairly retained sums obtained from thousands of students through the use of unfair and

deceptive practices,” and sought to have the proprietary schools provide restitution for students who were damaged by the

“unfair practices and who were unable to obtain employment in the jobs for which training was obtained.”

Lobbyists for the trade schools dismissed the stories in the media and the FTC findings as anecdotal, blaming students and the

U.S. Office of Education for student loan defaults.  Some members of Congress, many of them Republicans, were not

convinced. At a House hearing in July 1974, Alphonzo Bell, a blue-blood GOP congressman from Los Angeles and a former

member of the Republican National Committee, labeled the problems a “national scandal,” not “isolated instances of local

fraud.”  The schools had “violated the most minimal standards of decency and professional ethics.” They “lured unsuspecting

persons into training courses of dubious value through misleading claims and high-pressure sales tactics. These schools sign up

students when there is virtually no possibility they will ever realize the glamorous career objective so eloquently and deceptively

sold to them.”

At the same hearing, Congressman Jerry Pettis, another Republican from Los Angeles, was just as steamed. These “fly-by-night

outfits” were, according to Pettis, run by “shrewd manipulators and con artists” interested “only in Federal money for tuition.”

When a witness from the FTC noted the dozens of cases the agency had filed against individual schools, Congressman Joel

Pritchard (R-WA) pleaded for a more comprehensive approach, like legislative recommendations or regulation: “[T]his is not a

national disaster but it is certainly a national disgrace. . . . It is hard for me to believe that bringing complaints against 35 or 375

[schools] is really what was needed.”
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Pritchard, a World War II veteran who was familiar with the abuses that had taken place under the first GI Bill, suggested that

if the government could not adequately check every school, “the only other way is if you hang a couple of people when they get

out of line. That is enforcement and there is no better way to do it and if no one is in jail or in prison today, then you have a lot

of people getting away with a lot of bad stuff.”

Spurred in part by the FTC’s campaign, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) began to shift its regulatory

efforts. While HEW had initially treated rising student loan defaults as largely due to poor collection procedures, federal

officials came to believe that in many cases the schools themselves were a bigger problem.  Using authority Congress had

granted it in 1972, the Office of Education began to take action against schools and, by July 1975, the Wall Street Journal

reported that 340 had been removed from participation in federal student aid programs. Caspar Weinberger, the secretary of

health, education, and welfare (who would later become defense secretary in the Reagan administration), saw many students as

victims who should not have to repay their loans if the school misled them. HEW, he said, would recognize “the student’s

assertions of a defense and not knowingly attempt to collect from a student when he has a valid defense.”  Weinberger believed

that “the potential for abuse resulting from the rapid increase in the level of federal funds flowing to institutions of higher

education . . . required HEW to assume responsibility for administering their operation at a level of detail that in other

circumstances would have been entirely inappropriate.”

In August 1974, just three weeks after the House hearings (and one week after Nixon resigned and Gerald Ford assumed the

presidency), the FTC proposed a Trade Regulation Rule for Proprietary Vocational and Home Study Schools. Under the

proposed rule, schools would be required to substantiate advertising claims of job placement success. They would have to

inform each prospective consumer of the school’s dropout rate. And, if schools made earnings claims about their programs,

they would have to prominently disclose the job placement rates and salary levels of their students.

Congress, meanwhile, in a law that expanded GI Bill benefits for Vietnam veterans, banned schools from education and

training programs that used recruiting or advertising which was “erroneous, deceptive, or misleading either by actual

statement, omission, or intimation.”  (The bill’s cost drew a veto from President Gerald Ford that was subsequently overridden

by Congress).

In October, HEW proposed new rules governing the student loan program. Finalized in February 1975, the rules required that

all institutions provide information disclosures to students before they enrolled, and a “fair and equitable refund” to students

who changed their minds about attending. The regulations further specified that, for prospective students at vocational schools,
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institutions must disclose information about a student’s employment prospects in their field of training.

Perhaps most striking, the HEW regulations allowed the commissioner of education to review the continued eligibility for

student aid of any school that became too reliant on federal loans, a figure pegged at 60 percent of the enrolled students. In a

speech entitled “It’s Time to Protect Education Consumers Too,” Terrel Bell, the education commissioner, explained, “I

personally question the soundness of an institution whose existence is totally derived from signing up students who qualify for

Federal aid.”  Conservatives generally applauded the Ford administration’s new regulations. Chester Finn, Jr., a researcher who

would go on to be a senior appointee at the Department of Education in the Reagan administration, said the rules “set

reasonable standards for the government to employ against the political, fiscal, and human costs of fly-by-night institutions,

false advertising, overly zealous recruiting, and shoddy teaching. Indeed, one might well wonder why they were so long in

coming.”

The Veterans Administration got tougher too. It was the VA’s view that schools that ran completely off of federal aid

represented a hazard to veterans and to taxpayers. A requirement that prohibited more than 85 percent veterans in a program

had helped to prevent abuse, but it was being undermined by the newer federal aid programs to non-veterans. The VA

administrator asked Congress to require schools to show that some students—at least 15 percent—pay for programs receiving

GI Bill funds without federal aid of any type. “It is our position that, if an institution of higher learning cannot attract sufficient

nonveteran and nonsubsidized students to its programs it presents a great potential for abuse of our GI educational

programs.”  Congress adopted the change along with others, agreeing the reforms were needed to “weed out those institutions

who could survive only by the heavy influx of Federal payments.”

As a result, default rates dropped, and, in a 1982 retrospective on his time at HEW, Caspar Weinberger declared victory:

“History apparently had judged our efforts to limit GSLP [guaranteed student loan program] abuses to be successful.”  The

reforms, however, did not stick. Loopholes in the HEW regulations, as well as lawsuits and lobbying by the industry, soon

undermined the new federal laws and regulations. Abuses of both the student loan program and the Pell Grant program

resurfaced with a vengeance just a few years later during the administration of a Republican icon, President Ronald Reagan.

Timeline of For-Profit Higher Education

Scroll through the below timeline to view the history of for-profit higher education.
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CORRECTION: An earlier version of this report stated that ACICS lost federal recognition in 2015, when this actually occurred

in 2016. The report was updated to reflect this correction on March 14, 2017.
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This report is the third in a TCF series—The Cycle of Scandal at For-Profit Colleges—examining the troubled history of for-profit

higher education, from the problems that plagued the post-World War II GI Bill to the reform efforts undertaken by the George H.

W. Bush administration.

No secretary of education has been more critical of traditional higher education than William Bennett, President Ronald

Reagan’s second and best-known education secretary. Barely five days after taking office in February 1985, Bennett accused the

nation’s colleges of offering a low-quality education at too high a price, and he accused college students of spending frivolously

on cars, stereos, and beach vacations—dismissing their complaints about proposed cuts in federal aid.

Less than a year after Bennett took office, he took on a target that many of today’s Republicans might consider sacrilege: for-

profit colleges. He did so in language that was far more damning of the industry than any statements by Obama administration

officials. Far from just a case of some bad apples, according to Bennett there were “serious, and in some cases pervasive,

structural problems in the governance, operation, and delivery of postsecondary vocational-technical education.”

Republicans, who controlled the White House and the Senate in 1986, were caught somewhat off guard by the problems of

predatory for-profit colleges. They thought they had largely resolved these issues in the prior GOP administration ten years

earlier, when Bennett’s predecessor, Terrel Bell under President Ford, had adopted regulations allowing extra scrutiny of any

school where more than 60 percent of students used federal loans and, separately, the Federal Trade Commission had issued a

rule to prevent misleading job placement claims by for-profit schools. But by the start of the Reagan presidency in 1981, those

rules were gone or weakened,  and Democrats had opened the door to for-profit colleges enrolling students without high school

diplomas.  On top of that, the Reagan administration’s proposed cuts to education funding led to reduced enforcement staff,

undermining the agency’s ability to keep for-profit colleges in check.  Soon, the industry was rife with abuses once again.

THE CYCLE OF SCANDAL AT FOR-PROFIT COLLEGES SERIES

Read the series of papers focusing on the repeated for-profit college
scandals of the past sixty years.
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At a January 1986 Senate hearing, Secretary Bennett testified that “Institutions are defrauding students, and in many cases

they are ripping off the American public, when they admit individuals who are manifestly unprepared for the work that will be

required of them, or when they graduate students who cannot satisfy minimum standards in their field of study.”  He was

alarmed that “some proprietary schools, accredited by the state or by accrediting agencies, are graduating large numbers of

students who fail the relevant state licensing examination. Without their professional license, these graduates cannot find

employment,” making them unlikely to be able to repay their loans.

A skeptical Senator Ted Kennedy (D-MA) asked Bennett to name the institutions that were “defrauding students,” “ripping off

the American public,” and admitting unprepared students. Bennett pointed to an August 1984 report by the U.S. General

Accounting Office (now the Government Accountability Office, or GAO) which found that “83 percent of proprietary schools

consistently failed to enforce academic progress standards” and, that of the 1,165 for-profit schools studied, “766 of them has

misrepresented themselves during the recruitment process; 533 overstated job placement rates; 366 misrepresented

scholarships; and 399 misrepresented themselves in advertising.”

Over the next year, the burgeoning default crisis only worsened. The proportion of federal student aid dollars going to cover

default payments—the figure that had first alerted Bennett to the scope of the problem—jumped substantially. In 1985, about a

third of dollars in the federally guaranteed student loan program budget went to paying student defaults; by late 1987, the

department was projecting that almost half of the student loan budget (47 percent) would be used the following year to pay for

defaulted loans. Bennett was adamant that the default crisis required urgent federal intervention.

What was Bennett’s response to the default crisis? He decided to unilaterally initiate policy change through the regulatory

process. In a November 1987 press conference, and in a simultaneous “Dear President” letter sent to all 7,200-plus college and

university presidents whose institutions participated in the guaranteed student loan program, Bennett announced the

Department of Education would develop new regulations to establish a trigger cutoff point for institutions receiving federal aid.

Under the new regulations, postsecondary institutions whose students had a default rate above 20 percent on their guaranteed

loans by December 1990 would immediately be subject to hearings to limit, suspend, or terminate their participation in federal

student aid programs. In addition, Bennett ordered immediate investigations of the more than 500 postsecondary institutions

that had default rates in excess of 50 percent. “It’s accountability time,” Bennett declared at his press conference. “The current

situation is intolerable.”

Bennett’s proposal disproportionately affected for-profit schools. Of the 2,190 institutions that had default rates above 20

percent in 1986, Bennett estimated 80 percent of the potentially affected institutions were proprietary.  Institutions with uber-

high default rates above 50 percent were even more concentrated among for-profits. The Department of Education projected

that, in 1987, 600 proprietary schools had default rates above 50 percent, compared to only thirty-three other colleges.  When

Bennett was asked at his press conference about the impact of his proposal on the for-profit industry, he said the regulation

“won’t close [all] proprietary schools. It will close those [that] deserve to be eliminated based on their irresponsible treatment

of students.”
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The For-Profit Industry and Its Supporters Respond

The reaction to Bennett’s proposal from the for-profit industry was fast and furious. Stephen Blair, president of the National

Associate of Trade and Technical Schools, said that Bennett’s proposal would deny “access to low-income minority students in

this country. The impact of that is unconscionable.”  Eleanor Vreeland, president and CEO of the Katherine Gibbs Schools,

warned that Bennett’s “accusation and hyperbole leads to an environment of mass hysteria on the part of the media and

sometimes policymakers.”

Leading Democrats in Congress were quick to adopt the industry argument, asserting that for-profit schools had more defaults

due simply to having lots of low-income and minority students, not because of institutional misbehavior and practices. Senator

Ted Kennedy, the chairman of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee told Bennett at the start of a hearing one

month after Bennett announced his plan, “Many schools with high default rates also serve a very high percentage of minority

and disadvantaged students. I am especially troubled by any proposal that would eliminate large numbers of these schools and

their students from the [guaranteed student loan] program.”  When Senator Claiborne Pell (D-RI), the father of the Pell Grant

program, suggested that for-profit schools instead be referred to as “taxpayer schools,” Bennett responded that while there were

numerous model proprietary schools, there were “a lot of irresponsible proprietary schools, too—and whether they are paying

taxes or not, they are ripping off students.”

Under questioning from Senator Dan Quayle (R-IN), who would soon become Vice President in the Bush administration,

Bennett said that in the “real world” there are “profit institutions out there that are interested only in that profit and not

interested in students….We’ll put some of them out of business right now if we get the right message from this hearing.” Asked

by Quayle if that would be a good outcome, Bennett cut him off: “You bet.” One of the “intended consequences” of his

regulations, Bennett said, “would be to get institutions that are exploiting kids and exploiting taxpayers out of the business.”

Bruce Carnes, the deputy undersecretary for education, defended the Reagan administration at the hearing from charges that a

crackdown on proprietary schools would reduce access for disadvantaged students. Carnes, like his successors in the Obama

administration, argued that just the reverse was the case—that it was the Reagan administration who was trying to maintain

access for vulnerable and disadvantaged students to postsecondary training by protecting them from wasting their limited loan

and grant dollars at schools where they “are victimized and taken advantage of.” Some schools, Carnes said, were sending

“recruiters into unemployment offices to drag people with little chance of succeeding at their school out to go into their

academic programs, and sign them up for federal student aid. There are virtually, in many instances, nonexistent standards for

admission—if you can read or write, you are in. And these people, it seems to me, are the ones that we are trying to protect.”

As the contentious hearing wore on, committee chair Ted Kennedy blasted Bennett for unfairly indicting the for-profit sector

for the sins of a few and for failing to provide adequate data to prove his claims about institutional malpractice. Kennedy

demanded: “We hear that we are going to save all these kids because we’ve got all these ʻhucksters’ who are out there, pulling
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kids out of unemployment lines, throwing them into proprietary schools and trying to make a buck on them. If you’ve got the

evidence of that, let’s have it, Mr. Secretary, let’s have it. Let’s have it right now! Give me the studies that show what percent of

them are out there, huckstering young kids. I’d like to hear that right now.”

Bennett was taken aback that Kennedy seemed to be dismissing the seriousness of trade school abuses. “The notion that, in the

absence [of a pending Department of Education study], one cannot appreciate that there are institutions out there, ripping off

kids, is astounding,” Bennett told Kennedy. “Everybody knows this, Senator; everybody knows this.” Undeterred, Kennedy

pressed Bennett to specify the percentage of for-profit schools that were ripping off students. Bennett responded to Senator

Kennedy by saying that “30 [percent], maybe 40 [percent]”—prompting Kennedy to ask, “in terms of the 30 or 40 percent that

are effectively ripping off the kids, how do you define ʻripping off the kids’?” Bennett responded that they were schools with

“very low graduation rates; very high dropout rates; kids unable to find jobs after completing their studies, of those who do

complete their studies.” He then quoted from a letter from the Legal Aid Bureau of United Charities of Chicago, which stated:

“Many for-profit schools do not exist to perform a service for young people seeking an education, but to use would-be students

as a means to extract Guaranteed Loan money and Pell Grants from the Federal government to fill the pocketbooks of the

school owners.”

The Department of Education Takes Action

Three months after his dust-up with Kennedy, Bennett released the department’s study of for-profit schools that he had

promised, sending it to Kennedy with a cover letter, along with reports from the department’s inspector general. While Senator

Kennedy was no stranger to partisan or ideological battles, he nonetheless changed his position in response to Bennett’s well-

documented evidence of problems at for-profit schools. “Secretary Bennett’s report documents serious abuses in federal

student-aid programs,” Kennedy acknowledged in a press statement, adding that “urgent action” was required by “both

Congress and the Department of Education to end the abuses while preserving the essential role of these programs in helping

needy students.”

The seventy-seven-page study, prepared by the consulting firm Pelavin Associates, drew news coverage across the country. In a

scorching cover letter, Bennett wrote Kennedy that the Pelavin report and related documents provided “extensive evidence” of

abuses by for-profit schools. “You will find,” Bennett wrote, “accounts of semiliterate high school dropouts lured to enroll in
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expensive training programs with false promises of lucrative jobs, only to have their hopes for a better future cruelly dashed.

You will read of falsified scores on entrance exams, poor quality training and harsh refund policies.”

Bennett stressed that these abuses were not isolated instances in the industry. “The pattern of abuses revealed in these

documents,” Bennett concluded, “is an outrage perpetrated not only on the American taxpayer but most tragically, upon some

of the most disadvantaged and most vulnerable members of society.”  Congress, Bennett said, must close “legislative loopholes

that invite unscrupulous schools to defraud the taxpayer and take advantage of vulnerable students.”  As Bennett summarized

for Time magazine: “The kids are left without an education and with no job, and the taxpayer ends up holding the bag for a kid

who gets cheated.”  Shortly afterwards, Bennett also sent a letter to the nation’s fifty governors, urging them to “undertake a

thorough review and evaluation of all your State’s laws and regulations governing proprietary school licensing and operations.

See if they need amendment, strengthening or more rigorous enforcement.”

In addition to talking a tough game, Bennett boosted enforcement of existing regulations and laws for trade schools in the

months following the release of the Pelavin report. In a front-page leader headlined “Rip-Off Tech,” the Wall Street Journal

reported that between March and September 1988, institutional reviews of schools by the Department of Education led to 116

indictments and 39 convictions. The Reagan administration “brought fraud charges against two of the largest trade school
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As Bennett summarized for Time magazine: “The kids are left without an
education and with no job, and the taxpayer ends up holding the bag for a
kid who gets cheated.”
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operations in the country,” Continental Training Services, Inc. and Wilfred American Education Corp., both of which

subsequently closed their schools and declared bankruptcy; the department also “cut off federal aid to six Robert Finance Corp.

schools in Florida and fined the company $1.5 million, the largest penalty ever against a U.S. school.”

In the government’s fraud case against Continental Training Services, the Reagan administration alleged that the Indianapolis-

based truck-driving trade school chain enrolled “anyone, regardless of their ʻability to benefit,’ paying commissions to recruiters

of up to $550 for each student. Some enrollees spoke no English . . . or had physical disabilities that meant they could never

drive trucks. The government also alleges the school’s graduation rate was less than 40 percent, its students’ default rate was 57

percent, and its claimed job placement rate of 80 percent was ʻsignificantly inflated.’”

While leading Democrats in the Senate had decided that action was needed to reduce abuses,  the Democratic-controlled

House of Representatives remained staunchly opposed to Bennett’s regulatory plans.  The most important leader of the

countercharge was Augustus Hawkins (D-LA), chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee. Hawkins was a

staunch supporter of Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), a founding member of the Congressional Black

Caucus, and one of the authors of Title VII of the landmark 1964 Civil Rights Act. College presidents at HBCUs, most of which

then had default rates above 20 percent, were distraught at the prospect of losing federal student aid under Bennett’s proposal.

Of the ninety-five HBCUs receiving student aid in 1986, sixteen schools had a default rate of 50 percent or more and would be

immediately targeted for program reviews under Bennett’s proposal.

At the December 1987 Senate hearing, Senator Kennedy had asked Bennett if HBCUs with default rates above 20 percent were

“ripping the kids off?” “No, not for the most part,”  Bennett replied. But a few months later, deputy undersecretary Bruce

Carnes was quoted in the Wall Street Journal saying of HBCUs, “It’s possible that their student bodies contain a high level of

thieves.”  While Carnes later said that his ugly statement was a misquote and that he “regretted the entire affair and the pain it

has caused,” the damage was done. Hawkins’s committee began working on its own legislation to shield HBCUs and proprietary

schools from losing student federal aid due to steep default rates.

At a House hearing in July 1988, Democratic lawmakers made clear that they felt it was unfair of Bennett to hold proprietary

schools or HBCUs responsible for high rates of student defaults. Students, not institutions, were taking out the government

loans, and private guaranty agencies and banks were extending the loans to students who were ill-prepared for college. Giving

new meaning to the old higher education saw, “institutions don’t fail, students do,” Democratic lawmakers asked, what was a

school to do?

Bennett, however, was unapologetic—his goal was “getting as many of the fraudulent or exploitive institutions out of business

as possible.”  He dismissed the Democrats’ critique of his proposal as little more than classic buck-passing in higher education.

“Some of the educational institutions complained that we were putting the entire onus [or] burden on them,” Bennett

observed. “Some lending institutions complain that we are putting the entire onus on them. One begins to get the idea here
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there is a pattern. Whenever you put an onus on someone, they tend to say ʻwhy are you picking on me?’ In fact, we have been

consistent. We have said that there is shared responsibility here. To paraphrase Moby Dick, the ʻuniversal thump’ has been

passed around.”

The Legislative Bargaining Begins

Congressman Dick Armey (R-TX), a conservative stalwart, introduced the Reagan administration’s legislation to reduce

student defaults and applauded the effort. Armey pledged at the committee hearings to “enthusiastically support” the

administration’s bill and said it had “been a rather shocking two days to find these revelations” about institutional abuses of the

guaranteed loan program.  Bennett thanked Armey, and said that his core aim in pressing for accountability was to defend the

shared goal of keeping “the unscrupulous . . . from preying on the ignorant and unsuspecting.”

A month after Bennett testified, the House Committee on Education and Labor approved a bill introduced by Hawkins that

reversed Reagan administration cuts to financial aid while also prohibiting the department from cutting off aid to high-default

schools, as long as they implemented plans for reducing defaults. Not surprisingly, Bennett said that Hawkins’ bill was

“seriously objectionable” and promised to recommend a veto if Congress sent it to President Reagan. Under the Hawkins

approach, as deputy undersecretary Carnes pointed out at the June hearing, a college could have a 100 percent default rate and

continue receiving federal financial aid.

Bennett’s plans ultimately fell prey to election-year politics. In May 1988, Bennett announced that he would step down in the

fall and was interested in supporting Vice President George H. W. Bush’s presidential run. Shortly before Bennett stepped

down on September 20, the Department of Education formally issued its proposed rules for curbing loan defaults. The

proposed rules contained Bennett’s 20 percent default rate for triggering reviews of an institution’s financial aid eligibility. They

also would have required institutions which had non-degree training programs to provide information to prospective students

on the passing rates of recent graduates on state licensing exams and students’ completion and job-placement rates.

While the proposed rules did not require congressional action, the Reagan administration didn’t want the House to move

forward with the Democrats’ legislation to limit the department’s authority and expand the Pell grant program. A week after

Bennett stepped down, the Reagan administration and its new secretary of education, Lauro Cavazos, struck a deal: In

exchange for House leaders dropping the bill, the Reagan administration would extend the comment period on the proposed

regulations until February 1989,  ensuring that their fate would be punted to the next administration—which turned out to be

Cavazos and his successor as secretary of education, Lamar Alexander. Bill Bennett was disappointed. “We proposed some

things [to Congress] with teeth,” Bennett told the Washington Post. “And they chickened out of any serious proposals.”

Timeline of For-Profit Higher Education

Scroll through the below timeline to view the history of for-profit higher education.
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This report is the fourth in a TCF series—The Cycle of Scandal at For-Profit Colleges—examining the troubled history of for-

profit higher education, from the problems that plagued the post-World War II GI Bill to the reform efforts undertaken by the

George H. W. Bush administration.

When George H. W. Bush became president on January 20, 1989, he inherited from the Reagan administration some

unfinished business in higher education. Bill Bennett, President Reagan’s secretary of education, had launched an effort to shut

down “proprietary schools [that] deserve to be eliminated based on their irresponsible treatment of students.”  His efforts were

largely stymied, however, by Democrats who controlled Congress. But if the rhetorical assault on for-profit schools reached its

apex in the Reagan administration during Bennett’s tenure, the GOP’s regulatory and legislative crackdown on for-profit

schools peaked in George H. W. Bush’s administration, under the leadership of Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander.

The abuses by trade schools and the resulting student loan defaults that plagued the industry during the Reagan

administration continued during the Bush administration, with the for-profit sector’s student loan default rate reaching an all-

time high of 41 percent in 1990. Not surprisingly, media coverage of trade school abuses boomed too. Bruce Chaloux, a well-

known advocate for online learning, noted that in the years preceding reforms adopted in 1992:

the media have provided story after story of misuse, abuse, and fraud within the system, ranging from the

enrollment of prisoners to the falsification of records and signing up of nonexistent students to pad enrollments.

After bilking the federal government, these educational entrepreneurs would close up shop, move their

operations, change institutional names, or take other evasive measures to stay ahead of federal regulations.

In some ways, the most outrageous scams, many of which occurred at small, storefront schools, created a false memory of the

era. Lawmakers in the early 2000s, who watched as big corporate chains of colleges grow, mistakenly believed that the abuses

of the 1980s did not involve big corporate players. That impression was encouraged by for-profit lobbyists, who told legislators

that they need not worry about a repeat of past scandals: “the industry is different now,” was the mantra. The reality, however, is

that several big chains rose high and died in disgrace in the 1980s and early 1990s, including one that later returned to life as

Corinthian Colleges.  Abuses in the 2000s led to Corinthian’s collapse in 2014.
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The Press Hits Pay Dirt in Covering Abuses

Illustrative of the coverage of for-profit misdeeds was a multi-part series that started in May 1989 in the Houston Chronicle,

the hometown paper for President Bush’s former congressional district. Among other scandals, the series recounted the story of

two for-profit schools that bussed in the homeless from shelters in Dallas, San Antonio, and New Orleans to Houston, signed

the homeless students up for federal financial aid, and then largely left them on the streets for Houston charities to house and

shelter. When one school owner finally agreed to stop the practice of long-distance recruiting for homeless students, he

explained “we have taken our share.”  Another story told of a nine-school chain that “cheated thousands” by “doing a

disappearing act with students’ dreams.”  Contrasting the for-profit schools with community colleges, the “Signed Up, Sold

Out” series found that:

widespread abuses promote human misery, encourage consumer fraud and bilk taxpayers who underwrite the

guaranteed student loan program. Most trade schools use commissioned sales people—usually in large numbers

—who sometimes lure unsophisticated students from shelters, blood banks, streets, unemployment lines and

other places gullible or desperate people are likely to gather.

In discussing financial assistance with prospects, recruiters trying to make heavy quotas often blur the

distinction between government grants and loans that must be repaid, and are instructed to use sales techniques

that shame people for being poor and undereducated. . .

[S]ome schools routinely manipulate the testing so that almost no students who qualify for federal aid are

turned down even if they can barely read and write.

A slew of similar series in other major newspapers from across the country had preceded the Houston Chronicle’s investigation,

including a two-part series in the Los Angeles Times, “Vocational Schools: Poor Being Taken for a ʻBad Ride,’” and “Painful

Lessons: Vocational School Folds, Leaves Students in Limbo.”

Senator Sam Nunn Opens an Inquiry

Meanwhile, in Congress, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, chaired by Senator Sam Nunn (D-GA),

opened an inquiry into the problems of the guaranteed student loan program. Senator Nunn was a fiscal conservative, a

Southern Democrat, and the powerful committee chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee. The investigation led to

eight days of hearings from February to October 1990, at which Nunn’s subcommittee heard from nearly fifty witnesses, who

recounted tales of extensive fraud and abuse at for-profit schools.

A recruiter for the North American Training Academy truck driving school who testified at the hearings was one of the many

witnesses to describe a seemingly endless list of abuses perpetrated by for-profit postsecondary institutions. “In the proprietary

school business what you sell is ʻdreams,’ and so 99 percent of my sales were made in poor, black areas [at] welfare offices and
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unemployment lines and in housing projects,” the recruiter reported. “My approach was that ʻif [a prospect] could breathe,

scribble his name, and had a driver’s license, and was over 18 years of age, he was qualified for North American’s program.”  The

salesman even dragged one potential customer down to a pawn shop so he could rustle up enough cash to make a down

payment for the program. Other recruiters admitted they had used phony addresses, like, “403 Cant Read, Pritchard, Alabama,”

when signing students up for loans, making it all but impossible for banks or the federal government to find the students when

guaranteed loans came due.

The Nunn committee hearings made it difficult for career school advocates to continue maintaining that the problems of the

sector were just isolated to a few predatory schools. The president of the Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance

Corporation, a major guarantor of federal student loans, told the members of the Nunn committee: “I used to buy the rhetoric

that there were just a few bad apples, but then I discovered that there were orchards of bad apples.”

The Senate committee’s investigation was very much a bipartisan affair.  The ranking Republican member on the committee,

Senator William Roth (R-DE), fumed at one hearing that “rather than allowing these young people to improve themselves,

[unscrupulous school operators] actually leave [them] in a worse position than when they started. Because of the deceptive

practices of such schools, these students have to pay for an education they never received.” Students who lacked adequate

training, Roth added, “are not able to get jobs by which they can repay [their] federally guaranteed loans and thus suffer the

added humiliation of seeing their credit ratings destroyed in the process.”

The Financial Damage from a Runaway Industry

In addition to the pressure generated by media coverage and the Nunn committee hearings, burgeoning budget deficits and

bankruptcies in the for-profit sector made it almost impossible for Congress or the Bush administration to duck the issue of

soaring default rates at career schools, for which the federal government eventually had to pick up the tab. In 1988, the ten

proprietary schools that collected the largest amounts of federal student aid, over $1 billion, had an average student loan

default rate of 36 percent—the exact same default rate that Corinthian Colleges had twenty years later, in 2008.

The shortchanging of students significantly worsened when many schools closed, leaving the school’s bank accounts empty,

even as many school executives stuffed their own pockets with cash provided by taxpayers. In the two and a half-year period

from October 1985 to June 1988, 167 proprietary schools certified to participate in Title IV student aid programs closed. Fifty-

three of those schools closed before their students received all educational services—leaving as many as 10,000 students in the

lurch and $30 million in unpaid and unfulfilled loans, for which either the students or the federal government would be left

holding the bag.
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Big for-profit chains—not just mom-and-pop trade schools—were among the schools that shuttered their doors. Following

audits or investigations by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) at the Department of Education, four of the five career

schools who received the most federal dollars in student aid had either closed their doors by mid-1991 or stopped receiving

federal funds, and the fifth for-profit chain had closed most of its schools after declaring bankruptcy.

Perhaps the biggest collapse was that of the National Education Corporation (NEC) for-profit chain, which owned as many as

eighty-nine schools in the 1980s. At the time, “NEC was the largest provider of for-profit education in the United States,

dominating the market and attracting glowing notice from sector analysts.”  However, after a decade of steady growth and

profits, the $450 million corporation unexpectedly posted a loss in 1990. NEC’s chief executive officer was fired, and

shareholders sued, alleging NEC had concealed its financial plight. To cover financial losses and restore shareholder confidence,

NEC started rapidly selling off its campus-based schools. By 1995, NEC was down to sixteen schools. Those schools were finally

purchased by a group of former NEC executives—who used them to form a new for-profit chain, Corinthian Colleges,  which,

twenty years later, would collapse in much the same manner.

Compounding the problem of school closings, the scope of the student loan default problem mushroomed. With the creation in

1982 of a new federal student loan program—the Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS) program—and the program’s

liberalization under President Reagan, the volume of federally backed student loans was skyrocketing. The SLS program made

extra loan funds available to older students. With limits on the program relaxed, for-profit schools saw a huge new pool of

federal student aid open up, and rushed to take advantage of the opportunity. In a matter of months, SLS loans to proprietary

school students exploded. In 1986, 8 percent of all SLS borrowers were proprietary school students; two years later, that figure

stood at 62 percent.

The final straw in the case for regulating the for-profit sector was the sudden collapse in 1990 of the largest guarantor of federal

students loans, the Higher Education Assistance Foundation (HEAF). As a direct result of HEAF guaranteeing a large portfolio

of loans to students at for-profit schools, HEAF collapsed when it could no longer pay banks full reimbursement for the soaring

numbers of students who were defaulting. The U.S. Department of Education bailed out the banks and shut down HEAF at a

first-year taxpayer cost of $212 million.

Collectively, the news stories about students misled by schools, the Nunn committee hearings, the shuttering of a number of the

nation’s largest for-profit chains, the runaway growth in an newly created auxiliary loan program, and the collapse of a giant

student loan guarantee agency all underscored the urgency of reigning in for-profit schools for the Bush administration.

Lawmakers Respond to the Crisis

To address the costs of sudden school closures, the Bush administration proposed regulations in June 1989—never finalized—

that required proprietary schools to establish “teachout” arrangements with another school offering a similar career program.

Teachout provisions enabled students to complete their course of study at the same cost if the original school closed. The
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Department of Education’s proposed regulations plainly reflected the fact that, a quarter century before Corinthian Colleges

and ITT Technical Institutes folded in the Obama era, the problem of students left stranded mid-stream and deep in debt after

for-profits closed was already common enough to merit federal regulation.

On Capitol Hill, a few key Democratic lawmakers who had previously defended the for-profit colleges began joining with

Republicans such as Representative Marge Roukema (R-N.J.), who had called for a regulatory and legislative crackdown on

“the growing number of scam trade schools.”  In August 1990, Representative Pat Williams (D-MT), then chairman of the

House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, told the New York Times that rising defaults, “taken together with the

scandals that have gone on in some of these trade schools, has sent out a clarion call for tighter regulations and stricter laws.”

Williams believed that a minority of career schools abused the student loan program “but it’s such a large minority that it’s

creating an educational crisis in this country.”

As the country entered a recession, lawmakers were eager to reduce a growing national deficit. The burgeoning student loan

program was among the first programs on the congressional chopping block. In an attempt to control spending and increase

accountability, Congress passed—and President Bush signed—a budget bill with bipartisan support in November 1990 which

ejected from the federal aid programs any school with a default rate above 35 percent, with the cutoff scheduled to drop to 30

percent in 1993. As a result, 607 schools were eventually barred from further participation.  The 1990 law represented the

delayed triumph of Reagan’s Secretary of Education Bill Bennett. Congress—which had balked at the idea three years earlier—

adopted “a plan to control defaults that differs from Bennett’s original idea only in the details,” the Washington Post reported.
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Lamar Alexander, who assumed the position of secretary of education under President Bush in March 1991, kept up the

pressure on the for-profit sector. After less than a month on the job, Alexander went to Capitol Hill to propose increased

oversight and regulation (a far cry from his more recent opposition to almost every effort by the Obama administration to

ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN THE WASHINGTON POST, NOVEMBER 12, 1990
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increase accountability for taxpayer dollars at for-profit schools).  In his testimony, Alexander proposed lowering the cutoff

point for when institutions would lose eligibility for federal student loans from a 35 percent default rate to 25 percent, and

doubling the course length minimum to six months or 600 hours, for programs to retain their eligibility for guaranteed student

loans. To curb recruiting abuses, Alexander also proposed banning the use of commissions or bonuses to pay admission and

financial aid staff based on the number of students they enrolled or the number of students enrolled in student aid.

All three proposals would have overwhelmingly impacted for-profit schools. Secretary Alexander spoke of the serious problem

of “institutional abuse” of federal aid, insisting “we must ask not only ʻdo our students have access,’ but also ʻaccess to what?’”

Alexander said that he would be looking to see if students were receiving “Access to an institution that produces mostly

dropouts, not graduates, or produces graduates that are not employable in the fields for which they have been trained.”

Alexander’s attempt to seize the initiative in curbing student defaults and reducing institutional abuses was soon overtaken

when the Nunn committee issued its final report in May 1991. The searing report, adopted with no negative votes, was even

harder on the for-profit industry than the Teague report, the House Committee investigation into the GI Bill abuses nearly four

decades earlier. The senators found that the federal student loan program:

particularly as it relates to proprietary schools, is riddled with fraud, waste, and abuse, and is plagued by

substantial mismanagement and incompetence. . . fail[ing] . . . to insure that federal dollars are providing

quality, not merely quantity, in education. As a result, many of the program’s intended beneficiaries—hundreds

of thousands of young people, many of whom come from backgrounds with already limited opportunities—have

suffered further. . . . Victimized by unscrupulous profiteers and their fraudulent schools, students have received

neither the training nor the skills they hoped to acquire and, instead, have been left burdened with debts they

cannot repay.

The Bush administration welcomed the Nunn committee report and its twenty-seven recommendations to crack down on

abuses in the student loan program, which included banning the use of federal grants and loans to pay for correspondence

courses and requiring private accrediting bodies to impose minimum quality standards on schools. Michael Farrell, the acting

assistant secretary for postsecondary education, told the Washington Post and the New York Times that the Nunn report “will

make my job easier.”

Just a day after the release of the Nunn committee’s report, the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education held its

hearing on HEA reauthorization and integrity in the student loan program. Rather than devolving into the then-familiar

partisan differences on regulating for-profit schools—with Republicans arguing for more accountability and Democrats
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insisting that for-profit schools positively impacted underserved populations—the hearing took a very different turn. Two

Democratic lawmakers, Maxine Waters (D-CA) and Bart Gordon (D-TN), testified in favor of a crackdown on predatory for-

profit institutions, largely based on their personal exposure to students from career schools.

Representative Gordon, a moderate Democrat from Alexander’s own state of Tennessee, had achieved the distinction of

becoming the first congressional representative to use a hidden camera for a news exposé of for-profit schools. In the past,

Gordon had “enthusiastically” supported big increases in student financial aid, regardless of the issue of accountability

requirements for using federal dollars. But after HEAF collapsed in 1990, Gordon looked into the issue more closely and

quickly discovered abuses “broader and deeper than I’d ever imagined.”  He soon decided to work together on a report on for-

profit schools with the investigative reporting team from Exposé, a new NBC newsmagazine program hosted by anchor Tom

Brokaw. Exposé’s show on March 10, 1991, “The Trade School Scam,” vividly depicted student aid abuses at for-profit schools.

Representative Joseph Kennedy (D-MA) recalled watching the program as NBC correspondent Brian Ross “went into one

school where they were taking alcoholics, people with drug abuse problems and homeless people and . . . having them apply for

Federal aid. And then as soon as the individual would make the application, they’d be given $100, sent right back out the door,

and then the school would collect several thousand dollars from the federal government.”

Representative Gordon, doing his best to appear like a working-class Joe after going unshaven for three days, posed as a

prospective student interested in enrolling at Draughon’s Junior College, a large Tennessee for-profit school with a 66 percent

default rate. With a hidden camera in his shoulder bag, Gordon recorded a conversation with a school salesman about the

school’s program to train truck drivers. The salesman told Gordon that it was easy to get a guaranteed loan to pay for the

$5,400 tuition to learn how to drive a truck. Gordon testified at the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education hearing

that he had been “hot-boxed. I was told I could get free money. . . . It was simply an effort to not tell me I had any kind of

responsibility [to repay the loan], but rather, to get me to enroll there.”

As far as Representative Gordon was concerned, proprietary school salesmen were little more than “bounty hunters.”  The

remedy for the abuses, Gordon testified, was to tie eligibility for federal aid to “some kind of benchmark for success . . .

completing courses, graduation rates—that’s a benchmark. Getting a job, job placement, that’s a benchmark. Paying back your

loan, that’s a benchmark.”

Next up on the witness stand was Representative Waters, who had her own regulatory prescriptions for addressing abuses at

for-profit schools.

In her Los Angeles district, Waters regularly sponsored job workshops in public housing projects and other community forums

to help constituents prepare resumes, search for jobs, and practice for interviews. At the workshops, Waters began asking

attendees “how many people have been ripped off by vocational schools,” and frequently had 60 percent to 70 percent of people

raising their hands. Waters had spoken to hundreds of constituents who had been “cheated” by proprietary schools, and

hundreds of her constituents had filled out questionnaires that attested to the “unfair recruitment practices, shoddy training,
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inadequate placement services, and utter failure of these so-called schools to provide any meaningful education leading to

jobs.”  For the better part of four years, Waters had been accumulating boxes of affidavits from constituents who complained

they had been the victim of fraudulent practices by for-profit schools.

Waters’ portrayal of for-profit schools was so sweeping that she warned her Democratic colleagues: “My testimony may be

shocking to some of you, and particularly to those of you who kind of warned us in advance that you feel very strongly about

your support for some of these private postsecondary schools.” But, she added, she was ready to bring in her boxes of affidavits

from dissatisfied students for her colleagues to examine first-hand.

Waters advocated prohibiting for-profit schools from relying totally on federally aided students, banning commission-paid

recruiting, requiring schools to disclose completion and job placement rates before students enroll, and canceling loans when a

school closes and leaves students unable to complete their program of training. Waters also proposed a substantial expansion of

the then-narrow “borrower defense” rules, so that students harmed as a result of a violation of federal law could bring action for

debt relief, and assert the same defenses to repayment of a student loan against the federal government that the student could

have asserted against a school that closed or violated federal law.  “It is as appalling as it astonishing,” Waters told the

committee, “that proprietary vocational schools need not satisfy any performance standards. Theoretically, a school could have

no graduates, could have provided no training actually leading to employment for its students, and could nonetheless continue

to be eligible to participate in the federal loan and grant programs.”

Of some note, the May 1991 House hearing marked one of the first occasions where Representative Steve Gunderson (R-WI),

now the leader of the career school trade association, questioned for-profit school representatives about how to improve

accountability at for-profit schools. Gunderson, a moderate Republican, had a personal exposure to career schools that most

lawmakers lacked. After graduating from the University of Wisconsin in Madison, he had gone on to earn a certificate in

broadcasting from the for-profit Brown School of Broadcasting.

Unlike his Republican colleague on the committee, Representative Roukema, Gunderson did not level a broadside attack on the

for-profit industry. Still, he did make clear that he believed for-profit schools needed to implement more far-reaching reforms

to reduce student loan defaults and curb abuses. In an exchange with Anthony Resso, the chairman of the Association of

Accredited Cosmetology Schools, Gunderson challenged Resso’s assertion that Congress had “gone too far”  in responding to

public concerns about waste and abuse when it enacted provisions in 1990 to eliminate schools with high default rates from the

student loan program. Gunderson told Resso: “We simply cannot take a reauthorization bill to the floor that doesn’t do

something in addition to what’s already been done to deal with the issue of defaults.”

Moreover, Gunderson rejected states’ rights arguments and the claims of private accrediting agencies that the federal

government should not have the authority to limit institutional access to the student aid program. “Other than health care,”

Gunderson told Resso, “higher education is the only area where the government is expected to be the third party payee, but it

has absolutely no ability to control the cost of the program. And you’re suggesting we ought to have no ability to control who

has access to that program. In 1991, we don’t have that luxury.”
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The Democratic Chairman Balks

While there was new bipartisan support to take action to address abuses, some traditional pro-labor Democrats continued to

defend the for-profit industry, most notably the powerful chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee,

Representative William Ford (D-MI). Like Representative Gunderson, Ford had some personal experience with career schools.

In 1940, when Ford was just fourteen years old, his parents enrolled him in the Henry Ford Trade School in Detroit, where he

was taught how to use the tools he would need to become a tool and die maker for Ford Motor Company. Despite later going on

to earn a law degree, Ford said his time at the trade school left an indelible impression on him and marked the first time he had

worked side-by-side in a school with black students. He told the committee hearing: “Many people have no choice but to go [to

trade schools] and they have no options except going to the military or going to schools that, for a fee, will try to teach them a

specific level of skills.”

Ford’s view was that it is difficult if not impossible to set standards for postsecondary institutions that effectively distinguished

when institutions were genuinely educating students. Moreover, when Congress and federal officials had tried to do so in the

past, the results had often backfired. “Part of the problem,” Ford stated during the committee’s hearings, was that public officials

“quickly accept the idea that there are some kinds of schools that you can measure the people coming out of and decide whether

the school is a good school [based] on the product it turns out.”  Only about two-thirds of people who took the bar exam in

Michigan passed it on the first try, Ford noted. But if just two-thirds of the graduates of a cosmetology school passed Michigan’s

beautician license exam, “we would be condemning the devil out of them.”

Years earlier, Ford had been infuriated when the Veterans Administration (VA) decided to end educational benefits at “weekend

college” for veterans who worked full-time during the week. One of Ford’s alma maters, Wayne State University in Detroit, had

run a successful weekend college program to train veterans as automotive workers, but the VA determined that weekend college

programs failed to meet the VA’s minimum hour requirements for maintaining eligibility for financial aid. Some 12,000

Vietnam vets lost their opportunity to use VA educational benefits to attend weekend college, Ford said, because of the VA’s

“pig-headed bureaucratic approach.”

Like Republican lawmakers today, who assert it is unfair to target for-profit schools with accountability measures, Ford feared

that if Congress tried “to apply one standard to one kind of school [in the guaranteed student loan program] and one to

another, that we’re going to be in court and found to be discriminatory.”  As far as Ford was concerned, treating proprietary

schools differently than any other postsecondary institutions was tantamount to having the government engage in “class

warfare.”  Representative Joseph Gaydos (D-PA) agreed with Ford: “Some people have taken the easy route and found a

scapegoat: career training schools. Some people believe that the sole purpose of these schools is to rip off the government

through student loan programs. This is completely untrue and false.”

The political appeal of for-profit colleges among labor liberals and minority lawmakers stemmed in part from the demographic

of disadvantaged students who attended for-profit schools. But the vast political sway of for-profit schools also stemmed from

their geographic dispersion. For-profit schools were—and today remain—located in virtually every lawmaker’s district. Except
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in egregious cases of fraud, many congressmen were reluctant to criticize local trade school owners in their district who were

preparing constituents for careers, and who often hired lobbyists and gave generous campaign contributions. At a hearing in

1995 on proprietary school abuses, Senator Nunn asked David Longanecker, then the assistant secretary for postsecondary

education, if Longanecker had been “able to handle the political pressures when you start removing a school” from the federal

aid programs. Longanecker dryly replied: “One of the things I have learned is there are lots of bad institutions in the country,

but none are in anybody’s congressional district.”

High-profile lobbyists, then as now, aided the industry’s cause. The National Association of Trade & Technical School (NATTS)

$1 million-a-year lobbying campaign, launched in 1989, included hiring Bob Beckel, the campaign manager for Senator Walter

Mondale’s (D-MN) 1984 presidential run, to organize trade schools into statewide networks under the moniker of “Skills 2000”

organizations, each of which courted local congressmen and their staffs. From the GOP, NATTS president Stephen Blair hired

former Reagan White House aide Haley Barbour to dampen the appetites of Republican lawmakers and the Bush

administration for accountability measures that would primarily impact for-profit schools.

At the same time, NATTS ginned up direct mail efforts, generating “thousands of postcards [to congressmen] from students

complaining that their student loans were going to be taken away”—which prompted fifteen members of the House Higher

Education Subcommittee to write an angry letter accusing the association of an “unwarranted attempt to place fears in the

hearts of students.”

Last but not least, increased oversight of for-profit schools was often avoided because, for distinct reasons, these institutions

appeal to bipartisan sympathies. “Republicans tend to see these institutions as businesses and say therefore we ought not to be

too harsh on someone who’s trying to make buck,” Thomas Wolanin, Representative Ford’s staff director told the New York

Times in 1992. “Democrats tend to see them as points of access to training for some lower-income students.”

While abuses were predominantly occurring at for-profit schools in the early 1990s, public and nonprofit colleges were getting

caught up in many of the proposals for tightened oversight of higher education. And as for-profit schools garnered a larger

share of federal student aid dollars, competition for resources between the for-profit sector and the traditional higher education

sector also increased. In response, some of the associations representing traditional colleges floated the idea of having a

separate federal student aid program for the for-profit schools.  For-profit association leaders responded aggressively, going so

far as to claim that having their own separate funding stream would amount to “educational apartheid.”  The key Democratic

committee chairmen in both the House and Senate announced they would not support separate programs.  Representative

Ford was especially adamant, saying that he was “absolutely never going to support” the idea of differential funding and

regulation for different sectors of higher education.

Two years later, the idea of separate treatment of for-profit colleges was brought up again, in a somewhat different form, this

time by Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander. In a letter commenting on the House committee bill to renew the Higher

Education Act (HEA), Alexander wrote that Congress should distinguish between oversight of “vocational” programs—the

route through which for-profit schools are eligible for federal aid—and other types of postsecondary “collegiate” degree-
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granting programs. For “collegiate programs,” Alexander favored maintaining oversight by private accrediting agencies. But for

vocational programs, he called for strengthened state oversight and an expanded federal role.  “The Federal Government

should set the parameters for certain standards, such as outcome measures, for use by States in carrying out their increased

responsibilities,” Alexander wrote. “The scope of a State’s review should explicitly include institutional performance in student

outcome areas such as program completion and job placement rates.”

Not surprisingly, Representative Ford rejected Alexander’s proposal for differential regulation by sector. But with the support of

Senate Democrats, Congress did take up Alexander’s idea to expand state and federal authority for program reviews and

certifying ongoing eligibility for student aid at for-profit schools. Unlike the House bill, the Senate bill to extend the Higher

Education Act gave states and the federal government substantial new powers to control the exit gate from student aid

programs, even as private accrediting agencies maintained their traditional gatekeeper role over the entry gate to student aid

programs.

The Senate bill’s provisions—ultimately adopted in 1992—created State Postsecondary Review Entities (SPREs), which were

intended to be a “weapon to attack fraud and abuse” and high-default rates in the for-profit sector.  In her case study of the

rise and rapid fall of SPREs, Terese Rainwater, the former national director of the State Scholars Initiative,  notes that “In their

original conception, SPREs would be part of a joint federal/state effort to rein in the proprietary sector of postsecondary

education. . . . The SPRE concept was the George H. W. Bush administration’s solution to the problems of better consumer

protection and better state oversight in postsecondary education.”  Under the 1992 act, state education agencies had to

conduct reviews of institutions in their states that, among other red flags, had a student-loan default rate of at least 25 percent,

or a default rate of at least 20 percent at institutions where more than two-thirds of students received federal aid, or more than

two-thirds of expenditures paid with student aid or Pell Grants.

More striking, in light of the controversy over the Obama administration’s gainful employment regulation, the 1992

amendments to the Higher Education Act effectively created the first statutory requirement for states to develop debt-to-

earnings tests like those promulgated by the Obama administration to assess if career programs were in fact producing

gainfully employed graduates who could pay off their student debt from their earnings. Under the 1992 law, if an institution

offered a program designed to prepare students for gainful employment, the SPREs had to develop a standard to determine

whether the tuition and fees charged for that program were reasonable, given the amount of money that a student who

successfully completed the program might reasonably be expected to earn.  In 1994, after seeking input on how to implement

the new law, Richard Riley, President Bill Clinton’s secretary of education, asked states to examine whether tuition at certain

vocational programs was reasonable given their likely future earnings. He explained that “institutions that purport to offer

education to prepare students for occupations ought to be able to substantiate that the education they provide does just that . . .

for students who receive loans for their education, it is reasonable to expect that they will qualify for positions that will enable

them to repay their loans.”
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The traditional higher education community fiercely opposed SPREs, on the grounds that they would expand state authority to

review and bar programs from receiving federal student aid.  In November 1994, Republicans in the House, led by Speaker

Newt Gingrich, introduced their Contract with America, promising to reduce government regulation, after Republicans gained

control of both houses of Congress for the first time since the 1950s. One of the first regulations that Republican lawmakers

eliminated in March 1995 were the SPRE provisions, the 1992 GOP prescription of the Bush administration for improving

consumer protections and reducing abuses at for-profit schools. By withdrawing funding and ending implementation of the

SPREs, Republicans in Congress effectively blocked states from implementing their own gainful employment standards for

career programs.
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Congress Finally Acts

In spring 1992, legislation to renew the Higher Education Act reached its final stages, and ultimately garnered strong

bipartisan support in both the House and Senate. When President Bush signed the bill on July 23, 1992, with Lamar Alexander

by his side, he observed that “Lamar was telling me, and our own people in the White House have told me, that this was truly a

bipartisan effort.”  Notably, Bush praised the legislation for containing “a number of valuable program integrity and loan

default prevention provisions. In particular, these provisions will crack down on sham schools that have defrauded students

and the American taxpayer in the past.” Bush proved prophetic. The 1992 HEA amendments included multiple provisions to

improve the integrity of student aid programs, most of which applied to all schools but which overwhelmingly impacted for-

profit schools.  The provisions included:

For-profit institutions were limited to receiving 85 percent of their revenue from federal student aid programs. A similar

market-value test for veterans educational benefits had required at least 15 percent of students to pay without federal aid, to

ensure both that the tuition price was reasonable and not just based on the aid available, and that some students would

choose to enroll in a for-profit institution even without federal aid.

Schools that offered more than 50 percent of their courses by correspondence, or where more than 50 percent of students

were enrolled in correspondence courses, were barred from receiving federal student aid.

Institutions receiving Title IV funding were barred from paying commissions, bonuses, or incentive payments to recruiters,

admissions officers, and other institutional representatives based directly or indirectly on their success in enrolling students

or obtaining financial aid.

Short-term vocational programs had to verify both student completion and job placement rates of at least 70 percent to be

eligible for federal student aid.

More than 50 percent of students had to have a high school diploma or GED at non-degree-granting institutions for the

institution to remain eligible for Title IV aid.

Institutions became ineligible for federal loans if their default rates exceeded 40 percent for a single year, or if their default

rates exceeded 25 percent for three consecutive years.

Despite an industry campaign to weaken the law, the default provisions of the 1992 amendments led to widespread closures of

for-profit schools. During fiscal years 1991 to 1994 alone, 890 schools were threatened with losing their eligibility to participate

in the federal student loan program because their default rates exceeded 25 percent three years running. Two-third of those

schools lost their eligibility and some 250 appealed the department’s calculations of their default rates.  By the time the full

impact of the 1992 law ran its course, one report estimated that “900 institutions shut down as a result of [the law]—other
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estimates were as high as 1,500.”  The impact of the new default rate cutoffs for federal aid eligibility was concentrated

overwhelming among for-profit schools. In 1996, for example, all of the 203 schools that lost eligibility for student loan

programs because of high default rates were for-profit schools.

In some cases, however, the reforms also had perverse effects. Deferments and forbearances on student loans more than

doubled from 1992 to 1996, from 5.2 percent to 11.3 percent, as institutions sought to skirt the new default rate requirements

while maintaining eligibility for student aid.  Since borrowers in deferment or forbearance do not make payments on their

loans, they could not be counted as defaulters. In effect, borrowers in deferments and forbearances reduced cohort default rates

for an institution, without establishing any ability to repay their loans.

In response to new job placement and completion requirements for short-term vocational programs, career school certificate

programs also took to “course stretching” to lengthen their courses beyond the minimum training and licensing hours needed

to land a job, so that their programs could maintain eligibility for federal student aid. Numerous OIG investigations and audits

found that course-stretching was particularly common in formerly short-term programs that trained people to become security

guards, nurse assistants, manicurists, secretaries, and truck drivers.

The new default rate restrictions in the 1992 law also propelled a mass exodus of for-profit schools from the guaranteed student

loan program to the Pell Grant program —the latter of which provided scholarship grants to low-income students and thus

had no default rate restrictions. Once a school was certified for the Pell program, it was given a PIN number and could make

withdrawals on the Pell Grant awards allotted to its students, much like as at an ATM. For unscrupulous school owners, the

ease of access to Pell Grant revenues was “a way to rob a bank without a gun.”  Or, as Senator Nunn said at hearings in the fall

of 1993, the Pell Grant program provided “almost an invitation for people who are not honest to rip it off.”

Still, the Bush administration’s goal of reducing defaults was achieved, fulfilling the aims of the default reduction initiatives first

launched by the Reagan administration. The student loan default rate at for-profit schools fell from 36 percent in 1991  to 13

percent by the 1998–99 school year.  The number of students at proprietary schools who defaulted on their loans fell by more

than two-thirds, from 319,000 students in 1988 to 99,000 students in 1993.  All in all, George H. W. Bush’s self-described

“crack down” worked.

Timeline of For-Profit Higher Education

Scroll through the below timeline to view the history of for-profit higher education.
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For unscrupulous school owners, the ease of access to Pell Grant revenues
was “a way to rob a bank without a gun.”
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